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San Francisco Chronicle 

Giants get homers from Williamson, McCutchen, Hundley in rout 

Henry Schulman 

 

ANAHEIM — Poor Nick Hundley. After hitting a career’s worth of hard outs to start the season, 

he finally crushed one over the fence in right-center to give the Giants a lead on their way to an 

8-1 victory Friday night. 

That shot off Angels left-hander Andrew Heaney will be remembered by no one but Hundley’s 

kin because of the unreal two-run homer that Mac Williamson hit three innings later in his 

second big-league at-bat this season. 

With nobody out in the fifth inning, Williamson hit a line drive that kept rising and carrying until 

it landed 434 feet away from the plate — to the opposite field. At 114.2 mph it was the 

hardest-hit ball by a Giant this season. 

“Hundley’s was awesome, but Mac’s was really awesome, what he did to the dugout there,” 

right-hander Jeff Samardzija said after he benefited from a rare largesse of run support to win 

his 2018 debut. 

Williamson arrived from Triple-A, where he hit six homers in 39 at-bats, joined a team that was 

starved for runs and declared, “I’m definitely not a savior.” 
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But nobody can deny that Williamson provided a necessary jolt with a home run that had 

tongues wagging not just in the stands and on living-room sofas throughout the Bay Area, but 

also in the players’ dining room after the game. One teammate asked Williamson, “Do you 

know how hard you hit that?” 

Length and velocity aside, Williamson’s homer gave the Giants a 3-0 lead and sparked a six-run 

inning that ended with the Giants’ third homer of the night, a three-run Andrew McCutchen 

moonscraper. 

The Giants had not scored six in an inning since 2016. In the span of seven batters, the Giants 

scored a shade over 10 percent of their runs for the season. 

Hundley had walked and was on first base when Williamson destroyed Heaney’s 3-1 fastball. 

“That ball was unloaded,” Hundley said. “I started running. I thought the ball was in the gap. 

When they told me it was 15 rows deep, I had to come in and see the video for myself. He’s put 

in a lot of quality work. It’s nice to see it carry over from spring training to Triple-A, and to 

here.” 

Williamson arrived at the Big-A and saw a team whose stress level did not match its 7-11 

record. 

“Everyone in here was super-positive today, very welcoming and inviting,” he said. “I hadn’t 

been in here before today, but I felt a positive energy buzzing around here before the game, in 

batting practice. It was fun to be a part of.” 

As the only healthy Giants starter who throws gas, Samardzija generated his own energy upon 

ending his first career trip to the disabled list. The last time he missed anything, he said, was a 

seventh-grade football practice because of an ear infection. 

Samardzija held the Angels to two hits in five innings, including a Shohei Ohtani single. 

Samardzija walked the bases loaded in the fifth and pushed past his 75-pitch limit. Manager 
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Bruce Bochy visited the mound with two outs to ask Shark if he was OK. 

The old-school manager wanted Samardzija to get a win, and let him face Justin Upton, who 

nearly hit a grand slam. But Williamson caught the ball at the track. 

Hundley saw a connection between Samardzija’s return and the scoring outburst. 

“Obviously it’s nice to have Shark out there,” the catcher said. “He adds a dimension to this 

team, a competitive fire. When he takes the mound you know you’re going to get a lot of 

aggression, a lot of attack. That attack carries over to the offense.” 

An offense that will include Williamson for the foreseeable future. 

“I hope he keeps putting good at-bats up there,” Bochy said, “because he's going to be out 

there in left field.” 

 

 

San Francisco Chronicle 

Giants’ Williamson arrives with confidence, .600 on-base percentage 

Henry Schulman 

 

ANAHEIM — For a guy who batted 50 times in the minors this season and reached base 30 

times, Mac Williamson had to answer a lot of questions Friday about two of the 20 outs that he 

made for Triple-A Sacramento. 

Both of the “pitchers” were position players for the Reno Aces, infielders Cody 

Decker and Daniel Robertson, during an 18-4 River Cats rout against Arizona’s top farm club on 

April 11. 

Decker got Williamson to ground out on one of the 60 mph balloons he was lobbing to the 

plate. Robertson struck him out on three fastballs. 

“He gave up a home run to Chris Shaw on the pitch before it,” Williamson said of Robertson. 

“He was throwing 80 and the first few pitches to me were like 87 and I’m going, ‘What 

happened? This is supposed to be easy.’” 
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Williamson has made hitting look easy from the moment he arrived for spring training with a 

new stance and swing. It’s not easy, of course, and Williamson noted that all the hype 

surrounds “a handful of at-bats here, so take it with a grain of salt.” 

Still, the 27-year-old joined the Giants with the confidence one would expect of a player who 

before Friday had hit 10 homers in 2018 if you count the four he smacked in spring training. 

Williamson carried that spring to Sacramento, where he batted .487 with a .600 on-base 

percentage and three doubles to go with the six homers. He also drew seven walks and was hit 

by a pitch four times. 

Williamson knew he probably would not make the team out of spring training, but on the day 

he was optioned, “reality more or less set in” that despite batting .318 and crushing balls all 

over the yard and over fences, he would return to Triple-A for a fourth season. 

“The goal for everybody here on down to rookie ball is to play in the big leagues,” he said. “If 

you’re not trying to make it to the big leagues, there’s no reason to play. I felt like I’d had a 

good spring and did what I needed to do.” 

But he also said he was excited to play with Shaw, Austin Slater, Steven Duggar and other 

familiar teammates at Triple-A, adding that Slater is starting to crush it there. He also was 

happy to see that the swing and approach that worked in spring training carried over to the 

season. 

“It’s all about executing a game plan, and I think the changes I’ve made have allowed me to be 

more successful in executing the game plan at-bat to at-bat,” Williamson said. “For me that’s 

the biggest thing.” 

Belt, Crawford off: First baseman Brandon Belt did not start on his 30th birthday. 

Shortstop Brandon Crawford was off, too, against left-hander Andrew Heaney. Crawford’s day 

off is not that surprising. He is badly struggling against lefties thus far. But Belt’s splits are not 

that bad and he has been hot, homering in each of his past two games. 

Manager Bruce Bochy said he is “looking at all the variables” as he tries to boost a moribund 

offense. He noted that both Brandons started against Diamondbacks lefty Patrick Corbin on 
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Tuesday and will continue to will face others. 

“I’m trying to keep everyone involved,” Bochy said. “This is not going to be a platoon. They 

were not signed for that.” 

Briefly: The April 29 home game against the Dodgers has been pushed back an hour to 2:05 to 

allow the players extra rest after a 7:05 p.m. doubleheader nightcap on April 28. … The Giants 

placed Hunter Pence on the 10-day disabled list with his sprained right thumb. 

 

 

San Francisco Chronicle 

Why Giants’ Brandon Belt gets bum rap on strike-zone approach 

John Shea 

 

Brandon Belt turned 30 on Friday, joining the majority of his Giants teammates, 16 of whom are 

in their 30s. 

As we’ve been told when Buster Posey, Brandon Crawford and other Giants reached this age, 

30 is just a number. It doesn’t mean an immediate statistical demise or sudden loss of eyesight. 

Though some Giants fans might think that already has transpired for Belt. 

Three weeks into the season, the Giants’ first baseman has been an easy target for frustrated 

fans of a team that was last in the majors in runs entering Friday and began the day at 7-11 

after losing five of six. 

They’ve seen him strike out looking to end a 10-inning game and a few other times and, judging 

from social media rants and barstool chatter, figure all he wants to do is walk. 

Even if it means taking close pitches in two-strike counts. 

But a dive into the statistics, as small a sample size as it is, suggests Belt is getting a bum rap. 

“I think I’ve shown over my career I have a pretty good strike-zone awareness,” Belt said. “I 

know where the strike zone is. For me to be successful, I can’t swing at balls. I’ve got to swing at 

strikes. That’s just the way it is. 
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“Hopefully, the umpires and I are on the same page that day. As far as me being successful at 

the plate and driving the ball and having the best chance to get hits, that’s me staying in the 

zone.” 

The numbers entering Friday, courtesy of the good folks at Baseball-Reference.com and 

FanGraphs, contradict some people’s perception of Belt. 

As to whether Belt has struck out looking too many times this year … of his 18 K’s, five were 

looking, and 59 batters have taken more third strikes, including Jose Altuve, Paul Goldschmidt 

and J.D. Martinez. 

As to whether Belt should be more of a free swinger … he swings at 26.1 percent of the pitches 

he sees, and only 14 batters swing at a higher clip, including Bryce Harper, Giancarlo Stanton 

and Joey Gallo. 

As to whether Belt strikes out too much … 53 batters have struck out more, including teammate 

Hunter Pence, and Evan Longoria and Crawford have just as many K’s. 

As to whether Belt exercises too much patience … he swings at first pitches 50.8 percent of the 

time, and only Toronto’s Aledmys Diaz, whose on-base percentage is nearly 100 points lower, 

swings at first pitches more often. 

There’s actually a good reason Belt shouldn’t be too patient at the plate, and that’s his two-

strike batting average of .167 (5-for-30) this season, which is on par with his .163 career mark. 

But swinging at pitches out of the zone is not how Belt developed into a keen-eyed hitter with a 

high on-base percentage and $72.8 million contract. 

“When I go outside the zone, I’m way worse than if I stay inside the zone,” Belt said. “We’re 

facing big-league pitchers here. This is not high school where they’re throwing 75 (mph). These 

guys are throwing 95 with movement. 

“You can’t sit there and say, ‘Oh, the ball’s barely at the plate, I’ve got to swing here.’ It’s a 
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reaction. My reaction is to swing at strikes and lay off balls. That’s just all there is to it.” 

One reason Belt doesn’t go out of the strike zone, he said, is he’s not good at it. Indeed, his 

contact percentage on pitches he swings at out of the zone is the second-worst in the majors — 

38.1 percent, 185th out of 186 qualifying hitters — better than only Kansas City’s Jorge Soler. 

On the other hand, Belt’s career contact rate out of the zone is 60 percent. 

(Curiously, Cincinnati’s Joey Votto, known for rarely expanding the zone, just 16 percent of the 

time, fourth-lowest figure in the majors, actually has the second-highest out-of-zone contact 

percentage, 90.5.) 

So Belt mostly lets the bad pitches go, though the percentage of times he swings out of the 

zone, 29.4, is higher than that of Giants teammates Joe Panik and Andrew McCutchen. 

There are exceptions to the rule. Sunday in San Diego, the Giants scored just once, on Belt’s 

sacrifice fly, coming with one out in the second inning. Twice in the plate appearance, he swung 

at pitches out of the zone, the second time resulting in a ball driven deep enough to score 

Panik. 

“There are definitely times when I do want to expand a little bit,” Belt said, “like I did (Sunday) 

with a guy on third and less than two outs, you want to get that ball in play so we can score that 

run. But other than that, I know which balls I can hit well, I know which balls I can’t.” 

In Arizona, Belt homered both Wednesday and Thursday, off closer Brad Boxberger’s 3-2 

changeup, the game-winner in the 10th inning, and Zack Greinke’s 2-2 slider, coming in 

Thursday’s 3-1 loss. 

Belt swung out of the zone once in the at-bats’ 12 pitches, and that was on a first pitch (foul 

ball) with a runner in motion. He didn’t strike out looking in the series and got the Giants’ only 

hit in Tuesday’s opener, on an eighth-inning check swing. 

A knock on Belt is that when he does strike out looking, it tends to come in high-leverage 
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situations, especially April 8 when his strikeout ended a 10-inning, 2-1 loss to the Dodgers. Belt 

pinch-hit with a man on second, and his six-pitch at-bat ended when he watched Kenley 

Jansen’s 91 mph cutter that both Belt and manager Bruce Bochy swore was high. 

Making it worse in fans’ eyes was that it came one day after McCutchen’s 14th-inning walk-off 

homer that capped a 12-pitch at-bat in which he fouled off seven pitches. 

Belt struck out looking three straight games (April 7, 8, 9), and all were considered borderline 

pitches, according to MLB Gameday. On April 9, in the ninth inning of a 2-1 loss, he took strike 

three, a low pitch that could have been called a ball. 

Ditto on a high pitch in the eighth inning of the McCutchen game. The next batter, Crawford, 

struck out looking on a pitch way outside. 

More than once following a called third strike, the usually tame Belt got fired up and had words 

for the umpire. 

“I don’t want to strike out,” he said. “I want to hit the ball and get on base, give my teammates 

a chance to drive me in. I think in those situations, that was when somebody was in scoring 

position, and we needed those runs. You don’t want the bat taken out of your hand at that 

point. 

“Those are the ones that are most upsetting, but they’re all upsetting. In that case, you know 

you’re not getting fooled by the pitcher. You see the ball. It’s a ball the whole way, and they call 

a strike. Well, what are you supposed to do?” 

 

San Francisco Chronicle 

Giants have Williamson, Samardzija making 2018 debuts 

Henry Schulman 

 

ANAHEIM — For starters, the Giants’ opponent for the next three days will be referred in this 

space to as the “Angels.” There will be no phony-baloney geographic descriptions and no 

Blankety-Blank of Blank. The stadium will be called “The Big A.” That’s it. Or maybe “The House 
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that the Monkey Built.” 

As for starters, Jeff Samardzija makes his 2018 debut Friday night in the opener of what 

promises to be an eventful series for the Giants. 

At the Big A. 

There is Mac Williamson, who is listed on the lineup card batting seventh and playing left field. 

The Giant formally activated him and placed Hunter Pence on the 10-day disabled list with a 

thumb sprain. 

Then there’s the Giants pitchers vs. Shohei Ohtani for the first time and Albert Pujols’ quest for 

3,000 hits. Pujols needs 10 more. If he does it against the Giants, they will have had a very bad 

weekend. 

Samardzija has a tough act to follow after Johnny Cueto, Chris Stratton and Ty Blach combined 

to hold the Arizona Diamondbacks of Phoenix to three runs in 20 innings over three games, 

numbers that ordinarily accompany a series sweep, not a series loss, which occurred because 

you know why. 

“We threw the ball really well this series,” Blach said after Thursday night’s 3-1 loss left the 

Giants 7-11 on the season and 2-5 on their trip. “We kept a good offense down for the most 

part. Unfortunately we couldn’t scratch out enough runs to win the series. We’ll just have to 

keep working at it.” 

The Angels are coming off a three-game disaster against the Red Sox, who outscored them 27-

3, so the Angels actually hit worse than the Giants did over their past series, respectively. 

The big question, as always, is which Samardzija the Giants will get. That answer can change 

inning by inning. Even in his lone rehab start for Class A San Jose, he surrendered six first-inning 

runs, then struck out five, before his 61-pitch outing was over. 

Samardzija is a strong dude, and he has been throwing on the side a lot, so manager Bruce 
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Bochy is not worried about pitch count, saying the Indiana Shark of Notre Dame is ready to go. 

Homer-happy: “The long ball has saved us,” manager Bruce Bochy said, not in 2007 after Barry 

Bonds hit two out, but Thursday night. 

The Giants have hit 16 homers in 18 games, which accounts for more than half their runs (26 of 

51). Brandon Belt, Joe Panik and Evan Longoria have three apiece. Buster Posey and Andrew 

McCutchen have two each. Brandon Crawford, Pablo Sandoval and Gorkys Hernandez have the 

other three. 

Williamson hit six for Sacramento in just 39 at-bats. While the Giants would welcome another 

power bat, Williamson could help merely by getting a two-out knock with a runner on third, 

which the guys around him need to accomplish as well. 

No more analysis is really necessary. They just have to do it. 

Briefly: Outfielder Austin Slater was in the Sacramento lineup Thursday night. He had missed 

some time with what Bochy believed was a abscessed tooth. … If the purpose of instant replay 

was to ensure a baserunner does not take his foot off the bag for 1/80,000th of a second while 

sliding, they can declare it a huge success, while Gregor Blanco is now 0-for-1 in steal attempts. 

Lineups: Andrew McCutchen will be the DH on Friday against left-hander Andrew Heaney. That 

makes sense. He has started 16 of the 18 games and could use a semi-break. Gorkys Hernandez 

will be the right fielder. 

Buster Posey gets a semi-break as well as the first baseman. Brandon Crawford is out. 

GIANTS (vs. LHP Andrew Heaney) 

Jackson CF 

Panik 2B 

McCutchen DH 

Posey 1B 
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Longoria 3B 

Hundley C 

Williamson LF 

Hernandez RF 

Tomlinson SS 

ANGELS (vs. RHP Jeff Samardzija) 

Kinsler 2B 

Trout CF 

Upton LF 

Pujols 1B 

Valbuena 3B 

Ohtani DH 

Simmons SS 

Calhoun RF 

Maldonado C 
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San Jose Mercury News 

Mac Williamson ‘not a savior’ but Giants’ offense happy to receive him 

Kerry Crowley 

 

ANAHEIM–For a Giants lineup that’s scored one run or fewer in 10 of its 18 games, perhaps 

only a divine intervention can spark a struggling offense. 

A new outfielder flew down from above –technically Salt Lake City– on Friday, but don’t count 

on that player single-handedly willing the Giants to the promised land. 

“I am definitely not a savior,” Mac Williamson said. 

Williamson doesn’t fancy himself as the solution to the Giants’ problems, but there’s no 

escaping the expectations he set with a torrid spring and a dominant start to his season in 

Triple-A. 

With six home runs and 16 RBIs, Williamson forced himself back into the Giants’ plans at the 

Major League level and caught the attention of a manager who’s eager to watch him swing the 

bat. 

“His swing was improved from the work that he put in this offseason and he had a good spring 

training,” Bruce Bochy said. “Then he took that into Sacramento in the early go here and we 

need some help.” 

With Hunter Pence headed to the disabled list to heal a sore thumb, Williamson will start and 

hit seventh on Friday against the Angels. 

The Giants wanted his powerful right-handed bat in the lineup against Andrew Heaney, a young 

lefty Williamson has faced in Triple-A, but they’ll also need him to hit righties as long as he 

holds down the fort. 

That might not be so difficult for Williamson, considering only one of his 39 at-bats in Triple-A 

came against a southpaw. Against a steady diet of right-handed pitchers, he crushed everything 

the Pacific Coast League had to offer. 

“A lot of things went my way, I will say that,” Williamson admitted. “If I put a barrel on it, it 

seemed to find a hole or find a gap or whatever but I felt like I was seeing the ball really well 

and getting the right pitches to hit.” 

Though Williamson will readily acknowledge the sample size of his Triple-A production is small, 

the contact he’s making is big and loud. His 1.626 OPS is nearly twice that of first baseman 

Brandon Belt, who leads the Giants with an .831 mark. 
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Because he’s a .226 career hitter in 212 at-bats with the Giants, Williamson will enter his first 

stint on the 25-man roster facing his fair share of doubters. The days when the former second 

round draft pick was a highly touted prospect are in the past, but Williamson is as confident as 

he’s ever been that his future is bright. 

After overhauling his swing during the offseason and tinkering with his timing mechanisms at 

the plate, Williamson was the first Giants position player to receive a call-up this season. 

Though the Giants’ offense looks like it needs a savior, it will first try to make do with a new 

face in the seventh slot in the order. 

“If you look around this clubhouse, there are some extremely talented players,” Williamson 

said. “I’m just trying to fit in and help out where I can. I am definitely not coming in here 

thinking that I’m going to be changing things or anything like that, I’m just a young kid trying to 

help out.” 

Shark’s first swim 

The Giants activated right-hander Jeff Samardzija off the disabled list Friday in time for his first 

start of the 2018 season. 

Samardzija missed the first three weeks of the regular season with a strained right pectoral 

muscle he suffered toward the end of spring training. 

The right-hander threw just 61 pitches in a Saturday rehab start with Single-A San Jose, but the 

Giants were impressed with his effort in a Monday bullpen and convinced Samardzija will have 

the durability to handle his outing in Anaheim. 

Samardzija has logged at least 200 innings in each of the last five seasons, but he’ll have a tough 

time reaching that milestone this year. 

To make room for Samardzija, the Giants optioned reliever Derek Law to Triple-A Sacramento 

after Thursday’s 3-1 loss. 

Birthday off day 

Belt celebrates his 30th birthday Friday, becoming the 15th player on the Major League club in 

his 30s. 

After homering in back-to-back games, Belt is on the bench against the left-handed Heaney. 

Belt is 0-for-12 with six strikeouts on his birthday, but he won’t have a chance to improve those 

numbers as a member of the starting lineup. 

Here’s the Giants’ lineup. 
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1. Austin Jackson CF 

2. Joe Panik 2B 

3. Andrew McCutchen DH 

4. Buster Posey 1B 

5. Evan Longoria 3B 

6. Nick Hundley C 

7. Mac Williamson LF 

8. Gorkys Hernandez RF 

9. Kelby Tomlinson SS 

P. Jeff Samardzija P 

 

 

 

San Jose Mercury News 

Williamson, Samardzija enjoy impressive debuts, lead Giants to win 

Kerry Crowley 

 

ANAHEIM–Mac Williamson stood at his locker, insisting he was no savior. 

Sure, he’s not the second coming, but he is the rare mortal who can destroy a baseball. 

With one violent swing that cut through the strike zone on Friday night, Williamson announced 

his return to the Giants with a glorious opening salvo that opened the floodgates in an 8-1 win 

over the Angels. 

“When he hit it, I knew it was out,” manager Bruce Bochy said. “He crushed it. And good for 

Mac. First game back to do that. He’s got to be so high on confidence right now.” 

Williamson’s two-run home run off Andrew Heaney in the top of the fifth inning didn’t just 

provide the Giants with a 3-0 lead, it injected a new source of energy into a unit craving a 

power source. 
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“There’s no doubt about it, there’s no replicating the adrenaline of a Major League game,” 

Williamson said. “Not in practice. Not in the Minor Leagues. Not in spring training.” 

After the Giants scored a total of five runs in three games in a series loss in Arizona this week, 

Williamson arrived in Anaheim on Friday to make his 2018 debut. 

The 27-year-old outfielder was called up to replace Hunter Pence, who was sent to the disabled 

list to heal an ailing thumb. Williamson’s return to the Major Leagues wasn’t part of a “next-

man-up” scheme, but rather an opportunity for him to showcase that his prolific Triple-A 

numbers were for real. 

On night one, a 114-mile per hour laser off of Williamson’s bat offered the Giants a fairly strong 

indication of what’s to come. Through 19 games this season, the hardest hit ball by a Giant now 

belongs to a player who needed just two at-bats to produce such electrifying contact. 

Williamson’s 434-foot laser beam into the right center field seats was just the second hit of the 

night off of Angels’ lefty Andrew Heaney, but it tilted the contest in the Giants’ favor. 

Bunt hits from Gorkys Hernandez and Kelby Tomlinson and an RBI single from Austin Jackson 

forced Heaney to work from the stretch, and later in the inning, Heaney made another costly 

mistake. 

After working ahead 0-2, Heaney threw a curveball in the dirt and then gifted Andrew 

McCutchen an inside fastball he crushed deep in the air to left field. The pitch was eerily similar 

to the one Dodgers’ reliever Wilmer Font threw McCutchen when he smashed a walkoff three-

run home run on April 7 and again, McCutchen turned on it. 

McCutchen’s three-run shot marked his second of the season and third home run as a Giant. It 

also provided a healthy cushion for another Giant making his 2018 debut on Friday night: Jeff 

Samardzija. 

Though Williamson’s arrival in the clubhouse Friday stole headlines, the Giants received an 

impressive outing from Samardzija in his first start of the season. 

Samardzija spent the first three weeks of the season on the disabled list due to a strained right 

pectoral muscle he suffered near the end of spring training. The strain forced Samardzija to 

miss starts due to injury for the first time in his career, and frustrated a pitcher who has a tough 

time waiting four days between outings as it is. 
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“It was weird,” Samardzija said. “I think I missed a practice back in seventh grade in football, 

but my dad always preached to me that you go out and play no matter how you feel.” 

Though Samardzija’s command wasn’t perfect, he kept the Angels off the board in five scoreless 

innings, stranding runners in scoring position in the third and the fifth. 

After the Giants took a 7-0 lead into the bottom of the fifth inning, Samardzija walked the first 

two hitters of the inning and then allowed Mike Trout to reach on a free pass with two outs. 

The Angels’ cleanup man, Justin Upton, sent a soaring drive to left field, but Williamson gloved 

it a few feet shy of the wall to end the threat and cap off the evening for a pitcher who made 

just one official rehab start. 

“When that ball was first hit, I thought it had a chance,” Bochy said. “But (Samardzija) found a 

way to get through it. A great job and a big win for us.” 

Samardzija allowed two hits and struck out four against Anaheim, but he was the beneficiary of 

a well-positioned defense that minimized the Angels’ ability to do damage on hard contact. 

Four separate outs left bats at speeds greater than 90 miles per hour, including a long flyball 

from Ian Kinsler that Jackson ran down in the first inning and a lined shot by Andrelton 

Simmons that was hit right at Evan Longoria. 

When the right-hander watched Williamson corral Upton’s shot to the warning track at the end 

of the fifth, he took his hat off and strolled off the field slowly, doing his best Johnny Cueto 

impression. His teammates loved it. 

“He adds a dimension to our team of competitive fire,” catcher Nick Hundley said. 

With Samardzija’s effort Friday, the last four Giants’ starters have combined to allow just two 

runs over 25 combined innings. But due to their offense’s inability to provide support, the 

Giants dropped winnable games on Tuesday and Thursday in Arizona. 

Though the Giants’ fifth inning explosion came against an inexperienced pitcher attempting to 

steal outs the second time through the order, they’ll cling to any wave of momentum that 

presents itself. 

“We had been stuck on one run in quite a few games and (Mac) got us off the schneid there 

with that two-run shot,” Bochy said. 
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The six-run frame was the highest-scoring inning for the Giants this season, and their best 

output in a single frame since they posted a seven-run inning on September 30, 2016. 

Williamson and McCutchen weren’t the only Giants to go deep Friday, as Hundley hit an 

opposite field blast to push the Giants ahead 1-0 in the second. Hundley tacked on an RBI 

double in the eighth inning. 

 

 

MLB.com 

Giants erupt at plate as Samardzija wins debut 

Doug Padilla 

 

ANAHEIM -- The Giants used a fresh face and a night with the designated hitter to get the kind 

of offense they have been yearning for in an 8-1 victory Friday over the Angels. 

In his first game with the Giants this season, after replacing an injured Hunter Pence (thumb) 

on the roster, Mac Williamson blistered a two-run home run to get things rolling in a six-run 

fifth inning. 

View Full Game Coverage 

Designated hitter Andrew McCutchen added a towering three-run home run later in the inning, 

making the Giants look nothing like the team that had scored one run or fewer in 10 of its first 

18 games. 

"When [Williamson] hit it, I knew it was out," manager Bruce Bochy said. "And good for Mac, 

first game back to do that. He has to be so high on confidence right now with the type of ball he 

has been playing down there in [Triple-A] Sacramento. And to come up here and hit a huge 

home run … we've been stuck on one run here, and he got us going there with a two-run shot." 

The 10 games with one run or less was easily the most in baseball. The Tigers and Astros were 

next with six. The Giants' 51 runs entering the series were the fewest among all 30 clubs. 

Williamson heard all the talk about potentially being an offensive savoir for the Giants. The 

trick to actually doing it, for one day anyway, was to avoid thinking about it as much as 

possible. 

"I think it's having the experience of being up a little bit and kind of knowing how much 

adrenaline is going to play; there is no doubt about it," said Williamson, who has 92 games of 

big league experience over the previous three seasons. "I wanted to go out there and stay cool, 
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calm and collected, and try not to be too tense and tight and get too big in my at-bats." 

In his first start of the season, Giants right-hander Jeff Samardzija was sharp, giving up just two 

hits over five innings while throwing 80 pitches. He did walk four batters. Samardzija started the 

season on the disabled list with a right pectoral strain. 

It proved to be an ideal location for the veteran to launch into the season having posted a 2.87 

ERA in two previous outings at Anaheim. 

"I tried to stay within myself and not try to overthrow," Samardzija said. "I always enjoyed 

trying to do that sometimes to see how hard you can throw so it was different to go out there 

and hold yourself back a little bit, but I wanted to make sure I was on the edges [of the plate] if 

I knew I wasn't going to have my velocity." 

The velocity was fine as the right-hander hit as high as 94 mph on the radar gun. 

"But that's not enough," he said with a laugh. 

The Giants took a 1-0 lead in the second inning on a Nick Hundley home run, his first of the 

year. Williamson added his first homer three innings later on a 3-1 sinker from Angels 

starter Andrew Heaney. 

It was just the second left-handed pitcher the right-handed hitting Williamson had faced since 

the start of the season. He had just one at-bat against a lefty while at Triple-A Sacramento, 

before facing Heaney. 

McCutchen's home run was his third of the season and broke things wide open, while knocking 

Heaney from the game. Heaney gave up seven runs on six hits with two walks in 4 1/3 innings, 

making his second start after opening the year on the DL with elbow inflammation. 

The Giants entered Friday's game having lost five of their previous six, and seven of their 

previous nine on the road. 

"Hundley's [home run] was awesome, but Mac's was really awesome, kind of what he did for 

the locker room and the dugout; it was loud," Samardzija said. "He hit it well, and obviously a 

home run with a runner on, and to make it 3-0 was huge." 

MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 

Sure, the Giants hit two home runs in the fifth inning and three in the game, but it was a pair of 

bunts that had Bochy talking about momentum. Not only did Gorkys Hernandez bunt for a 

single in the fifth, Kelby Tomlinson added his own one batter later. Bochy called the back-to-
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back bunt hits exciting and said it ignited the Giants to a bigger inning. 

SOUND SMART 

The eight runs the Giants scored Friday were not only the second most they scored in a game 

this season, the six they scored in the fifth inning were their most in a single frame since scoring 

seven in the sixth inning of a Sept. 30, 2016, game against the Dodgers. The Giants' 1.82 runs 

per game before the series started was the lowest in the Majors. 

YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 

Williamson's no-doubt-about-it laser into the seats in right-center field had an exit velocity of 

114.2 mph, with the home run traveling 434 feet. After hitting six home runs in 11 games at 

Triple-A Sacramento, Williamson added his first with the Giants in his second at-bat in the 

Majors this year. 

HE SAID IT 

"That's the game. It's nice to feel comfortable. Obviously the results matter, but if the process is 

clean you can take the result a little easier, whether it's a positive or a negative. But it's 

obviously nice to drop a couple of balls." -- Hundley, who had a home run among his two hits 

after a number of hard-hit balls this season went for outs 

UP NEXT 

Giants left-hander Derek Holland will take the mound Saturday evening against the Angels still 

in search of his first victory as a member of the Giants. After nine seasons in the American 

League, Holland knows the Angels well, going 10-8 against them with a 5.21 ERA in 28 

appearances (25 starts). His 162 ⅓ innings pitched against the Angels are his most against any 

team in the Majors. The Angels will counter with right-hander Garrett Richards (2-0, 3.60 ERA) 

in the 6:07 p.m. PT start. 

 

MLB.com 

Williamson brings rebuilt swing to Giants 

Doug Padilla 

 

ANAHEIM -- Mac Williamson is happy to be out of the Pacific Coast League, where teams do 

devilish things like make you hit against position players. 

The outfielder was called up to the Giants on Friday, replacing Hunter Pence, who went to 

the 10-day disabled list with a sprained right thumb. Williamson didn't take long to make his 

presence felt, hitting a two-run homer in the fifth against the Angels in the Giants' 8-1 win. 
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View Full Game Coverage 

Williamson's home run was a rocket. It left the bat at 114.2 mph, according to Statcast™, and 

traveled a projected 434 feet. That exit velocity made it the hardest home run hit by any Giants 

player since Statcast™ was introduced in 2015, surpassing a 113.5 mph Hunter Pence home run 

from July 21, 2015. 

All the more impressive was that Williamson, a right-handed hitter, hit it to right field. His home 

run was tied for the third-hardest opposite-field homer by any MLB hitter since Statcast™ 

started tracking, behind only Giancarlo Stanton's 117.3 mph homer in Toronto on March 29 

and Jorge Alfaro's 114.5 mph homer in Philadelphia on April 7.   

In the big leagues, Williamson anticipates a little more predictability. He went 0-for-2 while 

hitting against two different position players during a runway game against the Reno Aces. 

Against everybody else? Williamson continued the production he started during his impressive 

spring by posting a 1.026 slugging percentage at Triple-A Sacramento, with a cartoon-like 1.626 

OPS in 39 at-bats. 

Of his 19 hits, nine went for extra bases, including six home runs. He had 19 RBIs and generally 

looked like the guy who was having fun with his retooled swing that he showed off in Arizona 

during the month of March. 

"A lot of things went my way, I will say that," Williamson said from the visitors' clubhouse at 

Angel Stadium on Friday. "If I put a barrel on it, it seemed to find a hole or a gap. But I felt like I 

was hitting the ball well and getting the right pitches to hit. I was putting quality swings on 

pitches consistently." 

Those swings will look awfully familiar to Southern California baseball fans. It bears a strong 

resemblance to the swing of the Dodgers' Justin Turner. Williamson rebuilt his swing with the 

help of private coach Doug Latta, who helped Turner revive a stalled-out career. 

Turner's breakthrough with the Dodgers came in 2015, at age 30. In 2016, Turner finished ninth 

in the NL MVP voting. Last year, Turner was an NL All-Star for the first time. 

Williamson has a jump on Turner in that he is 27 and finally ready to deliver on all that promise 

he had as a third-round pick by the Giants in 2012. 

Armed now with a leg kick and a level swing through the zone, Williamson's moment seemed to 

have arrived. The Giants could use an offensive boost, having scored an National League-worst 

51 runs heading into the series opener against the Angels. 
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Williamson won't have any of this savior talk. He's busy enough making sure he can keep 

himself on track, much less putting a Major League club on his broad shoulders. 

"I'm definitely not a savior," Williamson said. "If you look around this clubhouse, there are 

some extremely talented players. I'm just trying to fit in and help out where I can. I'm definitely 

not coming in here thinking that I'm going to be changing things, or anything like that. I'm just a 

young kid trying to help out. 

"But I will say that hitting is contagious. When guys start swinging well, everybody is swinging 

well and everything starts falling." 

Manager Bruce Bochy made no promises when it comes to Williamson's playing time, but 

seemed to suggest he will get more chances in left field beyond Friday's game. 

"Mac was swinging the bat well so he's going to get at-bats out there," Bochy said. 

Giants line up DH plan in Anaheim 

Bochy might use three different designated hitters in the three interleague games against the 

Angels this weekend. 

Andrew McCutchen was batting third in the designated-hitter spot Friday. Bochy said he plans 

to use Buster Posey in the DH role on Saturday. For Sunday's series finale, the manager said he 

has a few options, but did offer Pablo Sandoval as one of those options. 

 

 

MLB.com 

Giants place Pence on DL with sprained thuimb 

Doug Padilla 

 

ANAHEIM -- The Giants will be without Hunter Pence for at least the next 10 days after placing 

the outfielder on the disabled list before Friday's game against the Angels with a right thumb 

sprain. 

In his place, San Francisco recalled outfielder Mac Williamson from Triple-A Sacramento. 

View Full Game Coverage 

Pence hurt his thumb while diving to make a play on April 3, but he has played through the 

injury. He's hitting just .172 with one extra-base hit and three RBIs through 17 games this 
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season. 

Giants manager Bruce Bochy downplayed the severity of the injury, but offered no timetable 

for his outfielder's return. 

"He needs a few days off and then we'll get him going again," Bochy said. "It's kind of been 

lingering, so we're going to give him some time off." 

Pence hit 13 home runs last season and drove in 67 runs, his most since 2014 when he was an 

All-Star and finished 11th in NL MVP voting. But his .701 OPS in 2017 was the second worst of 

his career, and he opened this year with a .386 OPS, although in a small sample size (61 plate 

appearances). 

While nobody was willing to directly correlate the nagging thumb injury with Pence's rough 

start, adding a hot bat in Williamson made sense with the Giants' offensive struggles. 

Williamson, 27, joins the Giants for the first time in 2018 after a hot start to the year with 

Sacramento. He hit .487 (19-for-39) with six home runs and 16 RBIs in 11 games for the River 

Cats. 

"Hopefully he'll be a shot in the arm for us," Bochy said. 

 

 

The Athletic 

Getting in a good position: Mac Williamson arrives with a new swing and fresh confidence 

Andrew Baggarly 

 

ANAHEIM — Prior to his promotion on Friday, Mac Williamson was an unstoppable force for 

Triple-A Sacramento. He hit .487 with six home runs and three doubles and swung such a 

potent bat that only one kind of pitcher found success against him. 

Williamson went 0 for 2 against two position players who took the mound for mop-up duty. 

“Those are the worst,” Williamson said, smiling. “It’s a lose-lose. … You never know if they’ll try 

to gas it up.” 

The Angels have a hitter who can throw octane, but Shohei Ohtani isn’t pitching in this series. 

Ohtani is serving as the Angels’ designated hitter in Friday’s interleague series opener at the Big 

A, though. 

And the Giants will look to Williamson to spark an offense that had scored one run or fewer in 

10 of its first 18 games. The club officially recalled the 27-year-old outfielder and manager 

Bruce Bochy put him in left field batting seventh against Angels left-hander Andrew Heaney. As 
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expected, the Giants placed outfielder Hunter Pence on the 10-day disabled list because of a 

right thumb sprain he sustained more than two weeks ago. 

Williamson took his overhauled swing mechanics and the momentum he generated in the 

spring and rolled all of it into the Pacific Coast League. 

“I felt really good,” he said. “A lot of things went my way. I will say that. (When) I put a barrel 

on it, it seemed to find a hole or a gap or whatever. But I felt I was seeing the ball really well 

and getting the right pitches to hit and putting quality swings on pitches consistently. That was 

the biggest thing for me.” 

When Bochy was asked if Williamson would be his regular left fielder for now, the manager was 

sure to provide an answer that would hold up in court. 

“He’s going to get at-bats out there,” Bochy said. 

Oddly enough, while the Giants faced lefty starter after lefty starter, Williamson’s every plate 

appearance except one came against a right-handed pitcher at Sacramento. He said the lefty 

layoff wasn’t a concern, noting that his new swing allows him to get in consistent position to 

make hard contact and that is what allows him to execute a game plan regardless of platoon 

splits. 

“It’s worked really well for me,” said Williamson, who is patterning his swing after the Dodgers’ 

Justin Turner and consulted Turner’s hitting guru — former high school coach Doug Latta — 

over the winter. “I’ve adapted really well to it. Some of the nuances with the swing have helped 

me to be more consistently on time than in the past. It forces you to have to be on time for it to 

work.” 

Bochy noted that Williamson gave off a confident air when he walked into the manager’s office 

to say hello. 

He was predictably happy while chatting with reporters at his locker, too. Williamson joked that 

he was still smarting over those two outs against position players in a blowout game against 

Reno, especially a groundout against former big leaguer and noted big personality Cody Decker. 

“I grounded out foul and the umpire called it fair, so … appreciate that,” Williamson said. “He 

was clearly throwing 60 mph. It was like underhand toss.” 

Williamson also struck out against Reno infielder Daniel Robertson, who had just surrendered a 

home run to Chris Shaw on an 80 mph pitch when Williamson stepped into the box. 

“And the next pitch to me was 87,” said Williamson, who struck out on three pitches. “I’m like, 

what?” 

He will face sterner stuff in the big leagues, and he arrives at a time when the offense needs a 

boost. Perhaps some fans even expect a savior, he was told. 

“Well, I am definitely not a savior,” Williamson said. “If you look around this clubhouse, there 

are some extremely talented players. I’m just trying to fit in and help out where I can. I’m 
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definitely not coming in here thinking that I’ll be changing things or anything like that. I’m just a 

young kid trying to help out. 

“But I will say that hitting is contagious. I think when guys are struggling, it seems everyone’s 

struggling. Then when guys start swinging well, everything starts falling.” 

And besides, Williamson noted, the Giants have faced some top quality arms in these first 18 

games. 

“I mean, it’s not like they’re going out there facing position players,” he said. 

 

 

The Athletic 

Mac Williamson's jaw-dropping homer and Jeff Samardzija's strong debut give the Giants a 

winning edge 

Andrew Baggarly 

 

ANAHEIM — Nobody at Angel Stadium had a better perspective than catcher Nick Hundley to 

appreciate the aggressiveness and attitude that Jeff Samardzija brought to the mound in his 

first start of the season Friday night. 

But when the most Alpha Male moment of the night occurred in the Giants’ 8-1 victory, 

Hundley had to rely on word of mouth and video replays. 

He was rounding second base and finding another gear after Mac Williamson sent a baseball 

screaming to right-center field. 

“I was running like I was going to score on a double,” Hundley said. “Then they told me it was 

10 rows deep in the stands.” 

Williamson needed just two at-bats to contribute the hardest contact by a Giant all season. And 

Samardzija adjusted his tempo while staying under control and throwing five scoreless innings. 

Hundley hit a home run of his own and the Giants played small ball to set up Andrew 

McCutchen’s three-run shot that capped a six-run fifth inning. But the night belonged to two 

players making their season debut, and judging from the clubhouse vibe, they might have done 

more than provide a momentary boost in an interleague series opener. 

“He adds a dimension to our team, that competitive fire,” Hundley said of Samardzija. “When 

he takes the mound, you’ll get a lot of aggressiveness and attack. And that carries over to the 

offense as well.” 

Williamson arrived with his own momentum. He followed up an eye-opening spring by tearing 

up the Pacific Coast League (.487 average with six home runs and three doubles in 11 games), 

which earned him first-man-up status when the team mercifully placed Hunter Pence on the 

disabled list Friday. 
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Williamson joined a team with a 7-11 record that had scored one run or fewer in 10 of 18 

games, and scoffed when asked if he would try to be a savior. Yet the promise he brought to 

the clubhouse seemingly created a buzz even among his teammates. 

“I haven’t been here before today, but I felt there was a lot of positive energy walking around 

here, during BP, before the game,” Williamson said. “It was fun to be a part of.” 

It was a criticism heard too often around the Giants clubhouse last season: The players were 

too professional to stop caring, but as the losses mounted, it was like they allowed things to 

happen to them. In Brian Sabean’s parlance, they forgot how much they hated to lose. There 

simply wasn’t enough edge in the room. 

So manager Bruce Bochy didn’t mind the full-tilt cuts that Williamson took while striking out in 

his first at-bat. 

“That’s what you want these guys to do when they’re up there,” Bochy said. “Don’t worry 

about results but be aggressive. And you know, he laid off some pretty good pitches, too. It 

looked like he’s seeing the ball.” 

These are the kind of full-extension swings the Giants are seeing from their opponents. The 

Dodgers’ Cody Bellinger doesn’t hold back on the first pitch, or when he gets in a favorable 

count. Neither does Justin Turner. 

If Williamson’s overhauled swing appears familiar, it’s because he is patterning it after Turner's. 

He spent the past winter working with Doug Latta, Turner’s personal hitting guru. It’s an 

approach that should work against left-handers and right-handers alike. 

It didn’t seem to bother Williamson that he had just one at-bat against a left-handed pitcher in 

11 games at Sacramento. In his second confrontation with Angels lefty Andrew Heaney, he 

lifted his leg, put his front foot down and mashed a fastball to right-center field. 

The ball had an exit velocity of 114.2 mph — the hardest hit ball by a Giant this season, 

according to Statcast — and as he moved through a celebratory wall of bodies in the dugout, a 

few helmet slaps landed pretty hard, too. 

“Hundley’s (home run) was awesome, but Mac’s was really awesome,” Samardzija said. “What 

he did to the dugout was cool. It was loud. He hit it well, and the guys responded after that. 

“It’s just great to see guys out there swinging and trying to do damage and having fun as a 

lineup. We have a great lineup and once they get their feet wet with playing with each other, 

it’s going to be cool to watch them take off.” 

Power gave the Giants a 3-0 lead and allowed them to utilize their other skills, as Gorkys 

Hernandez and Kelby Tomlinson followed Williamson’s homer with bunt singles to set up 

McCutchen’s high drive. That was refreshing, too, for a team that has manufactured next to 

nothing while struggling to hit with runners in scoring position. 

“It’s great to get the long ball, and you’ll see more of it this year,” Bochy said. “But the small 

ball is fun, too. It’s exciting baseball. I thought that really ignited us, to have that bigger inning.” 
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Samardzija couldn’t let his football mentality go full bore in his first start. He knew he was still 

building arm strength after a pectoral strain robbed him of velocity late in the spring and sent 

him to the disabled list for the first time in his career. He only threw 62 pitches in his lone minor 

league rehab start. 

So he consciously dialed back his tempo and made sure to stay over his back leg a bit longer so 

he could locate a 92-94 mph fastball that is still lacking its finishing kick. He also used his 

offspeed stuff earlier in the game than he ordinarily would, sinking the ball and pushing back 

the dinner bell before he’d let his four-seamer eat. 

When Samardzija needed to turn up the power, he matched it with precision to strike out Justin 

Upton and strand two runners in the third inning. 

But one more confrontation with Upton loomed. 

Operating with a 7-0 lead in the fifth, Samardzija walked the first two batters. Then he pitched 

carefully to Mike Trout before issuing a two-out walk that loaded the bases. 

Bochy ambled out for a visit. 

“He said, ‘Well, Shark, there’s a lot of baseball left this year. How do you feel?’” Samardzija said. 

“I told him I felt fine. He said, ‘I figured,’ and then walked off. I love when Boch comes out there 

because usually you can talk to him a little bit.” 

Bochy admitted he merely wanted to give Samardzija a breather more than he was going out to 

make sure that, having thrown 79 pitches, his right-hander still had enough for one more 

batter. Regardless of how Samardzija felt, Bochy knew what he would say. It wouldn’t be 

anything approximating, “I’m cooked, skip.” 

“I certainly didn’t expect to hear that, trust me,” Bochy said. 

Samardzija threw one fastball over the heart of the plate and Upton hit a drive that found 

Williamson’s glove on the warning track. A light breeze would’ve been the difference between 

giving up a grand slam and finishing up five scoreless innings. 

Samardzija comically took off his cap and held it in the crook of his arm, Johnny Cueto style, as 

he walked off the mound. 

He survived the final pitch. All that was left to endure was teasing from Madison Bumgarner for 

giving up a single to Shohei Ohtani in the second inning. 

“Yep, rookies,” Samardzija said. “Any rookies. Bum will let you know when you give up a hit to a 

rookie.” 
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ESPN.com 

Law’s top 50 draft prospects: No. 1 is easy, but who comes next? 

Keith Law 

 

The MLB draft is a little earlier this year, starting on Monday, June 4, so we are just under seven 

weeks away from D-Day. I've been out seeing players most of the spring, and in talking to execs 

and scouts, the only consensus seems to be that there's no consensus: We all agree who the 

top talent is in the class, but beyond that, no one has any confidence in how the rest of the 

draft might fall. 

2018 MLB Draft 

 

• Keith Law's preseason top 30 draft prospects » 

One national guy suggested to me a scenario where the top of the draft is all college guys, even 

with this college class being down this year -- Casey Mize, Shane McClanahan, Nick Madrigal, 

Travis Swaggerty, Brady Singer and Alec Bohm could all conceivably go one through six, in that 

order -- but that's entirely speculative, with the Giants (picking second) also linked to prep 

right-hander Carter Stewart. 

With that significant caveat, here’s a ranking of the top 50 prospects in this year's draft class, as 

I see them right now, with some guys just getting underway due to the cold and rain in the 

northern half of the country. This is a ranking of players, not a mock draft. I have Jonathan India 

ranked 10th, but that doesn't mean I think he's going to be the 10th pick, or even necessarily a 

pick in the top 15. 

1. Casey Mize, RHP, Auburn. The only clear ranking in the class. Mize is throwing up to 96 mph 

with plus control, his splitter is the best swing-and-miss pitch in the class and he has shown a 

plus slider and average changeup. He did miss some time last year with a forearm strain, but as 

long as his medicals check out, he should go first overall. 

2. Carter Stewart, RHP, Eau Gallie High School, Melbourne, Florida. This is how you know this 

list is a ranking and not a mock: I have lots of high school pitchers in the top 10. Stewart is the 

"now" guy -- he throws up to 98 mph, as well as a plus curveball with some of the highest spin 

rates ever recorded, and has good size at 6-foot-6 and 200-plus pounds. 

3. Matthew Liberatore, LHP, Mountain Ridge High School, Peoria, Arizona. Liberatore did hit 

97 mph in one outing to start the year and hasn't done it again, but he's still a top-five guy for 

the same reason he looked like one last summer -- he's a lefty with arm strength, projection 

and an above-average breaking ball. He does need some delivery work out of the stretch. 
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4. Travis Swaggerty, OF, South Alabama. Swaggerty hasn't hit for much average this year, 

hovering just above .300 for most of the spring despite facing a lot of mediocre pitching. He's 

doing just about everything else he should be doing -- walking a ton, running well and playing at 

least solid-average defense in center. 

5. Alec Bohm, 3B, Wichita State. Bohm has been mashing all spring with a great right-handed 

swing that should continue to generate hard contact and power; he's walked twice as much as 

he's struck out and sports a .347/.461/.613 line this season. He's big for third base but moves 

well for his size and shows a plus arm. 

6. Nick Madrigal, 2B, Oregon State. Madrigal had a huge first six games to start the year and 

has been out since then with a hairline fracture in his left hand. He's been on scouts' radar for 

four years now and has a long track record of hitting for average and contact, but he has little 

power and doesn't project to have any. He's also been bumped to second base by shortstop 

Cadyn Greiner, a potential Day 1 pick. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

7. Jarred Kelenic, OF, Waukesha (Wisconsin) West High School. Kelenic has barely played at all 

this spring; scouts who have seen him had to watch him play at an indoor facility, which isn't 

real baseball. He doesn't play for his school and only plays on weekends for a club team in 

Kenosha. So while he hasn't been seen much at all this spring, he did impress many scouts with 

his tools last summer, and has already been to Lakeland to work out for the Tigers. 

8. Mike Vasil, RHP, Boston College High, Boston. The Virginia commit now has made three 

short appearances, showing a fastball up to 96 mph that really plays up, a good changeup and a 

solid delivery; the main question here is the breaking ball, as he doesn't have anything average 

yet. 

9. Shane McClanahan, LHP, South Florida. McClanahan is reportedly in the mix at No. 2 and 

elsewhere in the top 10 and can touch 99 mph from the left side, but his secondary stuff lags a 

little and his delivery and lack of command raise serious bullpen risk. 

10. Jonathan India, INF, Florida. India has gone bananas at the plate this year for the Gators, 

and if you rake like this in the SEC, you’re probably going to go pretty high in the draft. He's 

played mostly third base, but don't be surprised if the team that drafts him sends him out at 

shortstop. 

11. Cole Winn, RHP, Orange Lutheran High School, Orange, California. Winn is one of the most 

polished prep arms in the class, with command of three pitches that could all project to plus 
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and a simple delivery he repeats very well. 

12. Kumar Rocker, RHP, North Oconee High School, Bogart, Georgia. Rocker looks big league-

ready at 6-foot-5, 235ish pounds, with a fastball consistently in the mid-90s and a breaking ball 

that shows plus; he missed a few starts recently with a hamstring injury. 

13. Cole Wilcox, RHP, Heritage High School, Chickamauga, Georgia. Wilcox has touched the 

mid-90s with his fastball but pitches comfortably at 90-94 mph with good life on his two-

seamer. He flashes plus on both the slider and the changeup with a loose but unorthodox arm 

action. 

14. Joey Bart, C, Georgia Tech. The top college catcher in the class, Bart could go as high as 

Oakland's pick (No. 9 overall). He's a power guy more than a hit guy with good receiving skills 

and a 60-grade arm. 

15. Nolan Gorman, 3B, Sandra Day O'Connor High School, Peoria, Arizona. Gorman has 80-

grade raw power but might not stay on the dirt. He has raised some questions about his future 

contact rate with an excessive focus on hitting homers this spring. 

16. Ryan Weathers, LHP, Loretto (Tennessee) High School. Son of longtime big leaguer David 

Weathers, who pitched like a crafty lefty but wasn't one, Ryan is an actual southpaw with 

excellent command for a teenager and two above-average pitches right now in his fastball and 

curve. 

17. Jackson Kowar, RHP, Florida. Kowar has one of the best changeups in the class and an 

above-average fastball, lacking an average breaking pitch and struggling too often with 

command. 

18. Grayson Rodriguez, RHP Central Heights High School, Nacogdoches, Texas. There's some 

violence in the delivery but Rodriguez has thrown up to 98 mph and complements it with a 

hammer curveball. The Texas A&M commit is already big league-sized at 6-foot-5, 230. 

19. Ryan Rolison, LHP, Ole Miss. Rolison has really gone backward this spring, as he now 

throws way across his body -- he didn't last summer -- which reduces his odds of remaining a 

starting pitcher. He's still throwing 92-94 mph along with an above-average breaking ball and 

has been generally successful in the SEC. He's a draft-eligible sophomore this year. 

20. Brady Singer, RHP, Florida. Singer has a rough arm action and comes from a very low slot 

that gives lefties a long look at the ball, compounded by his lack of a viable changeup, although 

he has been throwing up to 96 mph at times and can show two average or better breaking balls 
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in his better outings. 

21. Noah Naylor, INF/C, St. Joan of Arc, Mississauga, Canada.Naylor, younger brother of 

Padres farmhand Josh Naylor, is an excellent athlete with good feel to hit but no clear position 

right now. He's similar in that regard to another Canadian prep player, Brett Lawrie, who also 

went in the first round. 

22. Alek Thomas, OF, Mount Carmel High School, Chicago.Thomas is one of the better pure 

bats in the high school class, with above-average run and throw tools, potentially profiling in 

center field with a leadoff skill set. He's committed to TCU for baseball and football but has MLB 

bloodlines -- his father is the White Sox's strength and conditioning coach. 

23. Mike Siani, OF, William Penn Charter, Philadelphia. Siani's season has just gotten 

underway, with frequent rainouts limiting scouts' looks, but he's got one of the better tools 

packages among prep outfielders in this class. 

24. Sean Hjelle, RHP, Kentucky. Hjelle is 6-foot-11, so while he doesn't throw that hard, he 

might as well be standing on a ladder as far as hitters are concerned. He's a strike-thrower who 

could still add some velocity. 

25. Jake McCarthy, OF, Virginia. McCarthy has barely played this spring due to injury but 

should be back in the next few weeks. He's a center fielder who might stay there and has shown 

a good feel to hit in the past, with more power potential than his brother, Joe McCarthy, had. 

26. Seth Beer, OF, Clemson. He'll be a 40- or 45-grade defender in left, and he's hitting only 

.288 this spring, but Beer has a three-year track record of getting on base and hitting for power 

that should put him in or just outside the first round. 

27. Brice Turang, SS, Santiago High School, Corona, California.A plus defender at shortstop 

with great hands, range and arm strength, Turang hasn't shown much offensive ability, with 

power in batting practice that never translates to games. Turang is committed to LSU, and if 

he's not drafted before this point, he might very well end up geauxing to school. 

28. Logan Gilbert, RHP, Stetson. Gilbert's stuff has been down a little bit all spring, although 

he's pitched well enough to still slip into the first round to a team willing to bet that he'll get all 

that velocity back in time. 

29. Triston Casas, 1B, American Heritage High School, Plantation, Florida. Casas doesn't have 

Gorman's power, grading out more around 60 raw, but he has a better present hit tool and a 

more advanced approach. He's limited to first base, which isn't a position that typically goes in 
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the first round. 

30. Kris Bubic, LHP, Stanford. Bubic has a great track record of success at Stanford -- which has 

killed a lot of pitchers over the past two decades -- and is up to 95 mph along with a plus 

changeup and average curveball, although he hasn't held his velocity well deep into games. 

31. Konnor Pilkington, LHP, Mississippi State. Pilkington's stuff is a little light for the first round 

but his results aren't, as he's shown some of the best control in the draft class and still projects 

as a starter given his arsenal. 

32. Connor Scott, OF, Plant High School, Tampa. Scott is a plus runner with arm strength and a 

fair chance to hit, showing average power from the left side, profiling in right field given the 

chance he'll outgrow center. 

33. Ethan Hankins, RHP, Forsyth Central High School, Cumming, Georgia. Hankins was No. 1 on 

my list before his shoulder barked, and while he's hit 95 mph in his outings after a monthlong 

layoff, he hasn't been the same guy, pitching with less command and a much-reduced 

curveball. He might be a second-pick overpay, as with Sean Manaea several years ago, or could 

head to Vanderbilt in the fall instead. 

34. Tristan Pompey, OF, Kentucky. Pompey can hit, has some pop and runs a little bit, although 

he's probably limited to left field. He missed some time with an off-field ankle injury earlier this 

season. 

35. Nico Hoerner, SS, Stanford. Hoerner rarely strikes out, showing good balance at the plate 

and a short path to the ball, although he doesn't project to hit for power and hasn't shown 

great walk rates. He has a chance to stay at short, standing out in a draft class very weak in the 

middle infield. 

36. Kyler Murray, CF, Oklahoma. Murray is slated to start at quarterback this fall for the 

Sooners, but if he's finally ready to play baseball full time, his plus-plus speed and contact-

oriented swing would make him a first-round pick -- especially since he's played fairly well since 

moving into the Sooners' lineup in the third weekend of the spring. 

37. Lenny Torres, RHP, Beacon (New York) High School. Torres is still just 17, one of the 

youngest prospects in the draft this year -- and already has hit 97 mph in his few outings so far 

this spring around some awful weather -- but with command and control that lag behind the 

other premium arms in the class. 

38. J.T. Ginn, RHP, Brandon (Mississippi) High School. Ginn's delivery is rough, with some effort 

and a head-whack, but he'll flash a 70-grade fastball and 70-grade breaking ball. There are 
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certainly teams that don't care about arm actions and will just bet on stuff like this. 

39. Jeremiah Jackson, SS, St. Luke's High School, Mobile, Alabama. A projectable prep 

shortstop who came out strong early this spring and could go somewhere in the 30s with 

someone's second pick. 

40. Will Banfield, C, Brookwood (Georgia) High School. The top prep catcher in the class shows 

potential on both sides of the ball but has underperformed a little bit this spring at the plate. 

41. Blaine Knight, RHP, Arkansas. Knight was draft-eligible last year but slid to the 29th round, 

where Texas took him. He obviously chose not to sign. He's a four-pitch starter with a good 

delivery and excellent control, although his slight build has some scouts concerned he won't 

hold up as a starter. 

42. Garrett Wade, LHP, Hartselle (Alabama) High School.Wade's slider is the best in the draft 

class, but his velocity has been inconsistent and he has a lowish slot where he tends to get 

under his fastball. 

43. Anthony Seigler, C/BHP, Cartersville (Georgia) High School. Seigler is a switch-hittin', 

switch-pitchin' catcher from the same high school that gave us ... (checks notes) Donavan Tate, 

so, OK, never mind that, but Seigler has hit well enough this spring to push himself into the top 

50 as a good defensive catcher with some offensive upside. 

44. Owen White, RHP, Jesse Carlson High School, Mount Ulla, North Carolina. White was 

mostly at 90-91 mph last year but has seen his velocity tick up this spring, with some power to 

the breaking ball and projection left in his frame. 

45. Jordan Groshans, SS, Magnolia (Texas) High School.Groshans' name has started to pop up 

as a potential first-rounder; he's a shortstop now but will head to third base in pro ball, 

boasting a plus arm. He makes a lot of contact with a swing that's on the flat side right now, 

although he has the physical strength for power. His teammate, Adam Kloffenstein, is a 6-foot-5 

right-hander who also likely will go off the board on Day 1. 

46. Joe Gray, OF, Hattiesburg (Mississippi) High School. I like Gray a little more than the 

industry, even with the awful historical track record of prep bats signed out of Mississippi. (In 

50-plus years of the draft, it's Charlie Hayes, Bill Hall, Billy Hamilton and that's about it.) He's 

athletic, physical and not quite as raw at the plate as the typical high school hitter from that 

state. 

47. Trevor Larnach, OF, Oregon State. Strong college performer in a class that could use a few 

more of them, limited to a corner and with no real tools beyond his power -- although he tends 
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to hit the other way and rarely pulls the ball. 

48. Jeremy Eierman, SS, Missouri State. Yet another college hitter who hasn't performed near 

expectations, especially playing in a mid-major conference, although Eierman gets a little slack 

because he's a shortstop who should at least stay on the dirt. 

49. Matt McLain, SS, Beckman High School, Tustin, California.McLain is small and lacks tools, 

but he has hit well all spring and done so in front of enough national scouts that he's getting 

talked about in the sandwich or second rounds. He might also be benefiting from a historically 

bad year in Southern California. 

50. Jordyn Adams, OF, Green Hope High School, Cary, North Carolina.Adams could be fool's 

gold if he's not fully committed to baseball -- if he doesn't sign, he’s headed to North Carolina in 

the fall to play football for his dad, the Tar Heels' wide receivers coach -- but he's a 70-grade 

runner with plus bat speed. His tools are ahead of his skills right now, so taking him would be a 

big bet on his athleticism. 

Honorable mentions: Parker Meadows, OF, Grayson (Georgia) HS; Xavier Edwards, SS, North 

Broward Prep, Wellington, Florida; Osiris Johnson, SS/OF, Encinal HS, Alameda, California; 

Griffin Conine, OF, Duke; Carson Sands, RHP, Florida State; Austin Becker, RHP, Big Walnut HS, 

Sunbury, Ohio; Nick Decker, OF, Seneca HS, Southampton, New Jersey; Sean Guilbe, SS, Berks 

Catholic HS, Reading, Pennsylvania; Alex McKenna, OF, Cal Poly. 

Two more players who would have been in the top 50 if not for injuries: RHP Mason Denaburg 

of Merritt Island High School, Florida; and LHP Tim Cate of UConn. Denaburg was a likely top-20 

pick, Cate somewhere near the end of the first round or in the comp picks. 

 


